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Soul Surfer: A True Story Of Faith, Family, And Fighting To Get Back On The Board By Bethany
Hamilton, Rick Bundschuh. A work may obligate you to always improve the expertise and experience.
When you have no adequate time to boost it straight, you could get the experience and knowledge from
reviewing the book. As everybody knows, book Soul Surfer: A True Story Of Faith, Family, And Fighting
To Get Back On The Board By Bethany Hamilton, Rick Bundschuh is popular as the window to open the
globe. It suggests that checking out publication Soul Surfer: A True Story Of Faith, Family, And Fighting To
Get Back On The Board By Bethany Hamilton, Rick Bundschuh will give you a brand-new way to discover
everything that you need. As the book that we will offer below, Soul Surfer: A True Story Of Faith, Family,
And Fighting To Get Back On The Board By Bethany Hamilton, Rick Bundschuh

From Booklist
Gr. 6-9. Readers may not recall the name Bethany Hamilton, but after a glance at the cover photo, they'll
recognize her as the girl who lost her arm to a shark while surfing. Hamilton tells her own story, though in
many places the narrative sounds more like it's from an adult's perspective--perhaps from an adult coauthor.
It begins with the moment a giant white shark chomps off her arm. She then goes back to discuss the events
leading up to the attack and to describe what her life was like before the tragedy--home-schooling in a strong
Christian household and lots of competitive surfing. Hamilton's account is suffused with her feelings for God
and His impact in her life. Perhaps because of this relationship, she never seems depressed about her
situation; in fact, she is surfing again. The inset of color photos offers further insight into Hamilton's life.
Although this may quickly date, it has automatic appeal for a wide range of readers. Ilene Cooper
Copyright © American Library Association. All rights reserved

Review
"Surfer Bethany Hamilton, of Kauai, revisits her first book—about her life before and after losing her left
arm to a shark in 2003, when she was 13. Now, with the release of a docudrama on her life, she has added
new material. Eleni Pappageorge's narration reflects the maturity Hamilton has gained since the first book.
The most interesting passages are about Hamilton's family, their Christian perspective, and the bond formed
by their shared love of surfing. The book would be an excellent choice for Christian families listening
together—and, thankfully, there's nothing graphic about the shark attack. Interviews at the end provide an
interesting look at the making of the movie." 
J.A.S. © AudioFile Portland, Maine

About the Author
Bethany Hamilton was one of the country’s top amateur surfers before a shark attacked her in October 2003,
severing her left arm from her body. She has since returned to surfing and is an official spokeperson for
RipCurl.
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Soul Surfer: A True Story Of Faith, Family, And Fighting To Get Back On The Board By Bethany
Hamilton, Rick Bundschuh How a straightforward suggestion by reading can improve you to be an
effective individual? Checking out Soul Surfer: A True Story Of Faith, Family, And Fighting To Get Back
On The Board By Bethany Hamilton, Rick Bundschuh is a very easy task. But, how can lots of people be so
lazy to check out? They will certainly favor to spend their spare time to talking or hanging out. When in fact,
reading Soul Surfer: A True Story Of Faith, Family, And Fighting To Get Back On The Board By Bethany
Hamilton, Rick Bundschuh will offer you much more opportunities to be effective completed with the
efforts.

When going to take the encounter or ideas forms others, book Soul Surfer: A True Story Of Faith, Family,
And Fighting To Get Back On The Board By Bethany Hamilton, Rick Bundschuh can be a good source. It
holds true. You can read this Soul Surfer: A True Story Of Faith, Family, And Fighting To Get Back On The
Board By Bethany Hamilton, Rick Bundschuh as the resource that can be downloaded right here. The
method to download and install is also simple. You could visit the web link page that our company offer and
after that acquire guide to make a deal. Download and install Soul Surfer: A True Story Of Faith, Family,
And Fighting To Get Back On The Board By Bethany Hamilton, Rick Bundschuh as well as you could
deposit in your very own gadget.

Downloading and install the book Soul Surfer: A True Story Of Faith, Family, And Fighting To Get Back
On The Board By Bethany Hamilton, Rick Bundschuh in this website listings can give you much more
benefits. It will certainly show you the very best book collections as well as finished collections. Many books
can be discovered in this site. So, this is not just this Soul Surfer: A True Story Of Faith, Family, And
Fighting To Get Back On The Board By Bethany Hamilton, Rick Bundschuh Nonetheless, this book is
referred to check out due to the fact that it is an impressive book to make you much more opportunity to
obtain encounters and ideas. This is basic, review the soft documents of the book Soul Surfer: A True Story
Of Faith, Family, And Fighting To Get Back On The Board By Bethany Hamilton, Rick Bundschuh and you
get it.
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The bestselling inspirational story of the celebrated teenaged surfer girl who lost her arm in a near-fatal shark
attack—and triumphantly returned to competitive surfing.

She lost her arm in a shark attack and nearly died, but she never lost her faith. In her #1 New York Times
bestseller, Bethany Hamilton tells the moving story of her triumphant return to competitive surfing, which
continues to inspire all who hear it.

They say Bethany Hamilton has salt water in her veins. How else could one explain the passion that drives
her to surf? Or that nothing—not even the loss of her arm—could come between her and the waves? That
Halloween morning in Kauai, Hawaii, Bethany responded to the shark’s stealth attack with the calm of a
teenage girl with God on her side, resolutely pushing aside her pain and panic while being rescued and
brought back to shore. “When can I surf again?” was the first thing Bethany asked after her emergency
surgery, leaving no doubt that her spirit and determination were part of a greater story—a tale of personal
empowerment and spiritual grit that shows the body is no more essential to surfing, perhaps even less so,
than the soul.

Sales Rank: #485776 in Books●

Published on: 2012-06-26●

Released on: 2012-06-26●

Original language: English●

Number of items: 1●

Dimensions: 6.75" h x 1.10" w x 4.19" l, .40 pounds●

Binding: Mass Market Paperback●

304 pages●

From Booklist
Gr. 6-9. Readers may not recall the name Bethany Hamilton, but after a glance at the cover photo, they'll
recognize her as the girl who lost her arm to a shark while surfing. Hamilton tells her own story, though in
many places the narrative sounds more like it's from an adult's perspective--perhaps from an adult coauthor.
It begins with the moment a giant white shark chomps off her arm. She then goes back to discuss the events
leading up to the attack and to describe what her life was like before the tragedy--home-schooling in a strong
Christian household and lots of competitive surfing. Hamilton's account is suffused with her feelings for God
and His impact in her life. Perhaps because of this relationship, she never seems depressed about her
situation; in fact, she is surfing again. The inset of color photos offers further insight into Hamilton's life.
Although this may quickly date, it has automatic appeal for a wide range of readers. Ilene Cooper
Copyright © American Library Association. All rights reserved

Review
"Surfer Bethany Hamilton, of Kauai, revisits her first book—about her life before and after losing her left



arm to a shark in 2003, when she was 13. Now, with the release of a docudrama on her life, she has added
new material. Eleni Pappageorge's narration reflects the maturity Hamilton has gained since the first book.
The most interesting passages are about Hamilton's family, their Christian perspective, and the bond formed
by their shared love of surfing. The book would be an excellent choice for Christian families listening
together—and, thankfully, there's nothing graphic about the shark attack. Interviews at the end provide an
interesting look at the making of the movie." 
J.A.S. © AudioFile Portland, Maine

About the Author
Bethany Hamilton was one of the country’s top amateur surfers before a shark attacked her in October 2003,
severing her left arm from her body. She has since returned to surfing and is an official spokeperson for
RipCurl.

Most helpful customer reviews

2 of 2 people found the following review helpful.
Best, Most Inspiring Book, EVER!!!!
By Amazon Customer
This book is the best book ever! Totally my favorite! Bethany does a great job explaining everything, and
recalling details from her family and friends that she wasn't there for. I've read this book like 5 times already
and have watched the movie somewhere around three times, and yet I never get bored of it! The story was
told by Bethany, in Bethany's point of few, in other words (first person). There wasn't anything
inappropriate, which is probably why the movie is rated PG. The only violence was at the point of the attack,
besides that only minor violence, like the bumping of surfboards or the stealing of waves. But the best thing I
find about the books is that at the end, there are pictures of the real Bethany and here real family, because in
the book chapters themselves there are no pictures. The real pictures are really cool, and then you can watch
the movie and see what the actors looked tike and how things were different from the book. Anyway, thank
you for reading this book! ENJOY! :D

2 of 2 people found the following review helpful.
Way better than the movie
By R Walters
After watching the movie, I couldn't help remembering TV interviews given by Bethany Hamilton and
wondering if the movie was actually about the same person. The book, written in her own voice, is
believable and inspiring. As I read the book, I was surprised that the shark attack and the ensuing
inconvenience of learning how to live with one arm did not dominate the story. Her story is more the story of
a humble teenage girl who suddenly finds herself thrust into fame. Her attitude is admirable, and anyone who
reads it can learn from her example...no matter how old they are.

1 of 1 people found the following review helpful.
A Book with a Soul
By Elvin Ortiz
Everyone may know already that this is the book about the 13 year-old surfer who lost her arm because of a
shark attack. What they should also know is that this book was meant to be read by people of almost every
age starting at 9 or 10 years old. Its language is accessible to fifth, sixth, and seventh graders. I'm actually
using it in the classroom, and I have students talking about life lessons that Bethany shares: about being good
team players, good losers, patient, and courageous in the face of adversity. In addition, we cover reading
comprehension skills, such as main idea, author's purpose, drawing inferences, paragraph types, vocabulary,
and grammar skills. Readers also get to know about Bethany's family, which is so important to her strong-
willed nature. She goes into great details explaining how her parents and brothers helped develop her



courageous character to be able to sustain a quite "tragic" incident. Courage in a 13-year-old child doesn't
come out of the blue. Family and faith make the difference. This book is good not only if you plan to use it in
the classroom, it's to be read by anyone who wants to find out the true source of courage. No need for self-
help books with this one. It's down to earth and her description of family life and community life gives us the
basics for overcoming obstacles and being successful - no quick gimmicks here. It's well written. The
vocabulary and sentence structure of the book are appropriate for middle school students. Highly
recommended.

See all 379 customer reviews...
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Your perception of this book Soul Surfer: A True Story Of Faith, Family, And Fighting To Get Back On
The Board By Bethany Hamilton, Rick Bundschuh will lead you to obtain just what you specifically
require. As one of the motivating books, this publication will supply the visibility of this leaded Soul Surfer:
A True Story Of Faith, Family, And Fighting To Get Back On The Board By Bethany Hamilton, Rick
Bundschuh to collect. Even it is juts soft file; it can be your collective data in device as well as other tool.
The vital is that use this soft data publication Soul Surfer: A True Story Of Faith, Family, And Fighting To
Get Back On The Board By Bethany Hamilton, Rick Bundschuh to review and take the perks. It is what we
imply as book Soul Surfer: A True Story Of Faith, Family, And Fighting To Get Back On The Board By
Bethany Hamilton, Rick Bundschuh will improve your thoughts and mind. Then, reading book will certainly
also enhance your life high quality much better by taking excellent action in balanced.

From Booklist
Gr. 6-9. Readers may not recall the name Bethany Hamilton, but after a glance at the cover photo, they'll
recognize her as the girl who lost her arm to a shark while surfing. Hamilton tells her own story, though in
many places the narrative sounds more like it's from an adult's perspective--perhaps from an adult coauthor.
It begins with the moment a giant white shark chomps off her arm. She then goes back to discuss the events
leading up to the attack and to describe what her life was like before the tragedy--home-schooling in a strong
Christian household and lots of competitive surfing. Hamilton's account is suffused with her feelings for God
and His impact in her life. Perhaps because of this relationship, she never seems depressed about her
situation; in fact, she is surfing again. The inset of color photos offers further insight into Hamilton's life.
Although this may quickly date, it has automatic appeal for a wide range of readers. Ilene Cooper
Copyright © American Library Association. All rights reserved

Review
"Surfer Bethany Hamilton, of Kauai, revisits her first book—about her life before and after losing her left
arm to a shark in 2003, when she was 13. Now, with the release of a docudrama on her life, she has added
new material. Eleni Pappageorge's narration reflects the maturity Hamilton has gained since the first book.
The most interesting passages are about Hamilton's family, their Christian perspective, and the bond formed
by their shared love of surfing. The book would be an excellent choice for Christian families listening
together—and, thankfully, there's nothing graphic about the shark attack. Interviews at the end provide an
interesting look at the making of the movie." 
J.A.S. © AudioFile Portland, Maine

About the Author
Bethany Hamilton was one of the country’s top amateur surfers before a shark attacked her in October 2003,
severing her left arm from her body. She has since returned to surfing and is an official spokeperson for
RipCurl.
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When you have no adequate time to boost it straight, you could get the experience and knowledge from
reviewing the book. As everybody knows, book Soul Surfer: A True Story Of Faith, Family, And Fighting
To Get Back On The Board By Bethany Hamilton, Rick Bundschuh is popular as the window to open the
globe. It suggests that checking out publication Soul Surfer: A True Story Of Faith, Family, And Fighting To
Get Back On The Board By Bethany Hamilton, Rick Bundschuh will give you a brand-new way to discover
everything that you need. As the book that we will offer below, Soul Surfer: A True Story Of Faith, Family,
And Fighting To Get Back On The Board By Bethany Hamilton, Rick Bundschuh


